16   ELEMENTS OF ART
PATTERN
The term pattern here refers to any sort of extrinsic surface en-
richment and applies to both two-dimensional and three-dimen-
sional objects. In interior decoration it is well to use the word
pattern rather than decorative design or ornamentation, because
decorators, sales people, and the public understand the meaning of
the adjectives patterned or figured as opposed to plain.
Surface pattern contributes liveliness and interest to a room*
Many a dreary room owes its dullness to its lack of pattern, whereas
a room that is restless and exciting usually has too much pattern.
See page 24. Opinions differ on how much pattern is desirable
in a room, but it is customary to use pattern on at least one-fourth
of the total surface areas. If the walls and carpet are plain then the
draperies and two-thirds of the upholstery fabrics may well be
patterned. A large room can support more pattern than a small
one. If a room is occupied but briefly it is permissible to use more
pattern than otherwise.
The cost of an article is no indication of the quality of the dec-
orative pattern used on it. The finest designers are employed
chiefly for expensive goods; however, their designs are often
adapted or imitated in inexpensive materials. It is desirable and
often possible to buy patterned fabrics and other furnishings which
have been designed and signed by famous designers. Manufac-
turers often underestimate the taste of consumers and make articles
decorated with vulgar elaborate designs, which people buy be-
cause nothing else is available. This is particularly true of silver-
ware, dishes, wall paper, drapery, and carpets*
Since so many patterns are poor, consumers should learn to
discriminate. An elementary course in design, books and periodi-
cals on design, and museum exhibitions all help the layman to judge
patterns.
Beauty in surface pattern is produced by:
 1.	Excellent design in individual motifs or units,
 2.	Fine arrangement of the units in a repeat pattern*
 3.	Definite character or personality.
 4.	Honesty in technique.
 5.	Evid^
6* Harmony of line between an article and its decoration.

